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SCHOOL OF DIVINITY, HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY 

 
ACADEMIC SESSION 2018-2019 

 
HI306T PEOPLE POWER: NEW SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN POST-WAR 

SCOTLAND 
 

30 CREDITS: 11 WEEKS 
 
 
 

PLEASE NOTE CAREFULLY: 
The full set of school regulations and procedures is contained in the 
Undergraduate Student Handbook which is available online at your 
MyAberdeen Organisation page. Students are expected to familiarise 
themselves not only with the contents of this leaflet but also with the 
contents of the Handbook. Therefore, ignorance of the contents of the 
Handbook will not excuse the breach of any School regulation or procedure. 
You must familiarise yourself with this important information at the earliest 
opportunity. 
 
 
 
COURSE CO-ORDINATOR 
Dr Alex Campsie 
Crombie Annexe 108 
Email: alexandre.campsie@abdn.ac.uk 
Tel:  01224-272460 
 
Office Hours: Wednesdays 10am-12pm 
 
 
Discipline Administration: 
Mrs Barbara McGillivray/Mrs Gillian Brown 
50-52 College Bounds 
Room CBLG01 
01224 272199/272454 
history-ug@abdn.ac.uk  
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TIMETABLE 
For time and place of classes, please see MyAberdeen 
 
Students can view their university timetable at     
http://www.abdn.ac.uk/infohub/study/timetables-550.php  
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION  
 
The last few years have catapulted mass politics to the fore of public 
consciousness. The Labour Party has seemingly reinvigorated itself by 
returning to its roots as a ‘social movement’; during the EU referendum Leave 
activists utilized – to varying degrees of legality – social media to engage large-
scale networks of voters; and in Scotland the Yes campaign prided itself on 
harnessing people power in a way that other mainstream UK parties could 
not. 
 
But this is nothing new. Many sociologists and historians have claimed that 
extra-party political campaigns are a defining feature of advanced capitalist 
societies. And the briefest scan of post-war European history seems to hold 
this true. From the late 1950s, a variety of different movements and 
campaigns challenged cultural, political and social orthodoxies, highlighting 
the importance of sexuality, class, youth, the environment and ‘the personal’. 
Some have argued that these movements helped transform political culture 
across Western Europe, eroding the importance of hierarchy and bringing new 
perspectives to bear on organised politics.  
 
Scotland was no different. Indeed from the late 1950s students at this very 
university marched against the UK state’s increasing commitment to nuclear 
arms, in the context of the heightening of the Cold War. Students also 
variously protested at the misogyny of university culture, the unfairness of 
capitalism, and the seeming lack of opportunities for young people, as part of 
a much wider set of cultural changes in Scottish life which challenged 
traditional loyalties and identities.  
 
However, the effects of new social movements on Scottish culture and politics 
have not yet fully been examined. Some historians argue that the persistence 
of religious belief and class identity limited the scope of social change in 
Scotland. Others have contrastingly claimed that extra-party activism paved 
the way for the nation’s evolution as decentralized, pluralistic, and 
progressive, distinct from the rest of the UK. 
 
But both of these takes are speculative and highly politicised. This course is 
designed to provide students with the chance to tell their own, more historical 
story about late-twentieth-century Scotland, based on a substantive 

https://abdn.blackboard.com/
http://www.abdn.ac.uk/infohub/study/timetables-550.php
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engagement with both primary and secondary sources. It will look at how the 
issues of class, community, sexuality, youth and peace became politicised by 
Scottish social movements, and will situate this activism within broader 
processes of social change. We will consider why, how and to what extent 
Scottish culture was transformed, what effect this had on politics, and ask 
whether Scotland’s late-twentieth-century history was indeed distinctive, or 
whether we can more productively view it in British and European context. 
 
 
INTENDED AIMS AND LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 
The course aims to enable students: 
● To understand the major shifts that characterized late-twentieth-century 

culture and politics in Scotland, through the lens of new social 
movements; 

● To be able to consider these changes in both British and European 
contexts, understanding what was distinct about Scotland and what was 
not; 

● To develop the analytical skills needed to examine the interaction 
between social change and individual experience; 

● To be able to participate in class discussions in a constructive manner; 
● To develop the methodological skills historians use when analysing 

different types of primary source including film, political propaganda, oral 
history, social science; 

● To develop skills in terms of searching for both primary and secondary 
source material that will be needed when researching fourth-year 
dissertations. 

 
LECTURE/SEMINAR PROGRAMME 
 

Week 1: Understanding late-twentieth-century history: problems, 
approaches and questions 

 
The course will start with an introductory lecture giving a wide overview of 
some key issues and themes that will come up in the course, situating them in 
European context.  

 
Week 2: Youth politics and youth culture in the 1960s and 70s 

 
From the late 1950s, medical professionals, politicians, sociologists, 
advertisers – and young people themselves – increasingly focused on the 
problem of ‘youth’ and youth culture. There was a sense that generational 
divides mattered more than ever – and that as a result, young people needed 
new types of political activism. This class will look at how youth was 
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experienced, and will contextualize these claims by looking at the persistence 
of other identities too.  
 

Week 3: Sexual politics and gender roles  
 
From the late 1960s, feminist activists sought to fight against what they called 
the patriarchy, the gendered oppression women faced throughout society. So 
too Gay Liberation Front activists challenged medico-moral stereotypes about 
homosexuality, and embraced new models of masculinity to decentre the 
prejudices of ‘straight’ society. These new, more ‘expressive’ (as one historian 
has called them) types of sexual politics have often been linked to cultural 
changes underway in ‘Swinging London’ or revolutionary Paris. The lingering 
importance of religion and a conservative cultural landscape, it is held, 
stymied the purchase of both Women’s Liberation Movement and GLF politics 
in Scotland – indeed, unlike the rest of the UK homosexuality was not legalized 
in 1967, and instead remained a crime until 1980. This class reframes this by 
looking at the wealth of different forms of sexual politics activism in Scotland, 
and also connects them to subtler changes in the nature of gender roles at 
play within everyday life.  
 

Week 4: Peace movements 
 

One of the key ways in which the sense of youthful political identify identified 
in week 1 was manifested was in the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament 
(CND), a group whose anti-nuclear weapons stance was echoed by a range of 
similar protest movements across Europe. The CND in Britain has often been 
viewed as an attempt to forge a different kind of post-Imperial national 
identity, more peaceful and less antagonistic. Some contemporaries, however, 
critiqued the group for being too British, still wedded to the idea that Britain 
should lead the way in disarming the world. In this class we will get to see how 
the CND organised in Scotland, and whether it was different. In the late 1950s 
and 1960s, the CND enjoyed vibrant support amongst students of Aberdeen 
University, who subscribed to the national organisation’s aims but also 
brought distinctly Scottish themes to bear on its project. We will visit some of 
its records held in the library special collections section to find out more. 
 

Week 5: Militant Trade Unionism in the 1960s and 1970s  
 
The 1960s and 1970s saw the heightening of trade union militancy across 
Europe, in the context of both economic slowdown and less deferent cultural 
attitudes. Famously in Scotland workers at Upper Clydeside Shipbuilders 
staged an occupation at the shipyards by the Clyde in 1971, a protest that was 
much admired as an expression of class solidarity and union power. But what 
did it mean to be part of a trade union? This session will look at the roles class 
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and masculinity played in shaping tales of worker activism in order to reassess 
trade union militancy and its meanings. We will look at propaganda and media 
portrayals of activism, and relate them to the reading of more everyday 
experiences expressed by workers in social science interviews, to find out 
whether this really was the high tide of class solidarity.  
 

Week 6: Class politics and class experiences 
 
This week follows on from the last, in assessing the salience of class, this time 
beyond the workplace and within Scottish society at large. Radical groups like 
the International Socialists claimed that 1960s and 1970s Scotland could only 
be understood through the prism of class. By contrast, sociologists like Peter 
Wilmott believed that the breaking up of inner-city slum communities and the 
movement of residents to New Towns like East Kilbride was causing class to 
matter less – instead everyone in Scotland was becoming ‘more middle-class’. 
This session will look at contemporary political and sociological arguments 
about class, situating them within changes in consumption, living standards, 
and educational opportunity.   
 

Week 7: Community Activism and problems of the city 
 
As we began to uncover last week, the middle to late-twentieth century saw 
an unprecedented reorganization of where people lived. From San Francisco 
to Brasilia, Milton Keynes to East Kilbride, a network of modernist-inspired 
architects and town planners tried to solve what they saw as the problems of 
the modern city through rationalistic designs and in many cases the wholesale 
displacement of communities. But often these new estates – or entirely ‘new 
towns’ – lacked amenities and services. Public sector cuts and rent rises in the 
early 1970s were the last straw, and the period saw the mobilization of both 
working-class and middle-class activists who sought to reorganize their 
communities in a way that was more suited to their needs. In this class we will 
look at the experience of city living, and examine the interactions between 
middle-class activists and working-class residents, to better historicise the role 
of community action in Scottish history. 
 

Week 8: Conservative movements 
 
So far we’ve looked at movements that had broadly progressive aims in mind. 
But this is not the only story we can tell about late-twentieth-century social 
movements. In both America and Western Europe the 1970s saw a moralized 
response to what Enoch Powell had called ‘the Thing’ – the series of late 
1960s political and cultural upheavals that he felt were sapping Britain’s moral 
propriety. People took to the streets to march against abortion, prostitution, 
homosexuality, crime, and even what was on television. Did Scotland witness 
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a similar backlash? This session examines opposition to social change, and 
asks to what extent they represented a broader turn against ‘permissiveness’ 
in Scotland.  
 

Week 9: National imaginaries 
 
Since Winnie Ewing’s 1967 Hamilton by-election victory, many Scottish 
nationalists had claimed that the Scottish National Party offered a more 
progressive direction for the country, although this was always parried by 
Labour’s appeals to class unity over and above what they dubbed reactionary 
Tartan Toryism. This class looks at how the various campaigns and movements 
we have examined in previous weeks may have changed the cultural bases of 
politics, looking at the new images of Scottish nationhood which emerged in 
the later 1970s and 1980s. In response to a seemingly Anglicised vision of 
Conservatism offered up by Margaret Thatcher many drew on the experience 
of new social movement politics to argue that Nationalism was the best way 
to channel the ethos of decentralization and people power – how and why 
was this argued, and to what extent could this hold true? 
 

Week 10: The changing shape of Scottish politics 
 
Moving onto this week we discuss in more depth how changing imaginations 
of Scottishness were practically responded to by politicians. Many have 
argued that that new social movement politics were a breeding ground for a 
novel type of Scottish nationalism, more pluralistic and progressive. The Party 
did reorientate itself in a more left-ward direction in this period, but we will 
also see how Labour shifted its rhetoric in the period, deploying the idea of 
‘community’ to appeal to a sense of place that worked in both England, Wales 
and Scotland.  
 

Week 11: Summing up: Continuity and change, local and global 
 
In our final week we will sum up the key themes of the class, look at some of 
the longer-term implications of the shifts we’ve discussed, and ask whether 
they have charted a distinctive course for Scottish history, or whether we 
should understand them in global context. Feminism and gender politics re-
shaped understandings of gender, whilst the blurring of class identities and 
rising living standards saw many proclaiming the emergence of a new, more 
meritocratic Scotland, fuelling an apparently novel nationalist politics. But the 
experience of deindustrialisation also brought a sense of precariousness and 
dislocation in certain areas. Moreover, the apparently new onus on 
subjectivity and plurality of cultural experience can also be viewed within a 
wider lens, as a product of European-wide changes in social life.  
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READING LIST 
 
* denotes key reading. Students should AT LEAST read these starred texts, 
and the primary sources, before each class. 
 
All the articles listed are available online, and I’ve also indicated where 
books are available online.  
 
 
 

Week 1: Understanding late-twentieth-century history: problems, 
approaches and questions 

 
 
No reading - however come prepared to discuss some primary sources which I 

will provide in class  
 

Week 2: Youth politics and youth culture in the 1960s and 70s 
 
Primary  
Tom Nairn, ‘The Nightwatchman’, New Left Review I/34, November-December 

1965 (available online via the library catalogue) 
Pete Fowler, ‘The Dream is Over, What Can We Say?’, Seven Days 24 (1971):  

http://www.banmarchive.org.uk/collections/7days/5/issue5-
rock_special.pdf 

Pearl Jephcott, Time of One’s Own: Leisure and Young People, 1960s (1967), 
83-101, request from Sir Duncan Rice Library 330821 Gla S.O. 7 

 
Secondary 
*Sarah Browne, The Women’s Liberation Movement in Scotland (2014), 

chapter 2 [online] 
*A. August, ‘Gender and 1960s Youth Culture: The Rolling Stones and the New 

Woman’, CBH 2009 
Celia Hughes, Young Lives on the Left: 60s Activism and the Liberation of the 

Self, (2015) [online] 
Arthur Marwick, The sixties: cultural revolution in Britain, France, Italy, and the 

United States, c. 1958- c. 1974 (1998). 
 

Week 3: Sexual politics and gender roles  
 
Primary 
Bob Cant and Susan Hemmings, eds., Radical records: thirty years of Lesbian 

and Gay history, 1957-1987 (London, 1988), ch. 3, Ian Dunn, ‘Scotland: 
against the odds’.  

http://www.banmarchive.org.uk/collections/7days/5/issue5-rock_special.pdf
http://www.banmarchive.org.uk/collections/7days/5/issue5-rock_special.pdf
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‘Scotland Part Two: Oil Rigs, Violence and Women in Revolt’, Spare Rib 95 

(June 1980), 22-26, in particular Julia Thomas and Chris Aldred, ‘An Open 
Letter to Our Sisters in London and the South East of England’ on pgs. 23-
24: 
https://data.journalarchives.jisc.ac.uk/britishlibrary/sparerib/view?volumeI
ssue=33313337323334343737%2333383234353738313239$%233935&jou
rnal=33313337323334343737%2333383234353738313239 

 
Secondary 
Lynn Abrams, ‘Liberating the female self: epiphanies, conflict and coherence in 

the life stories of Post-war British women’, Social History 39 (2014), 14-35. 
Lynn Abrams, 'There was Nobody like my Daddy': Fathers, the Family and the 

Marginalisation of Men in Modern Scotland’, The Scottish Historical Review 
(1999), 219-242. 

*Sarah Browne, The Women’s Liberation Movement in Scotland (2014), 
chapter 4 [online] 

*Geoffrey Meek, Queer Voices in Post-War Scotland: Male Homosexuality, 
Religion and Society (2015), chapter 5, ‘The Scottish Minorities Group’, 89-
117 [online] 

 
Week 4: Peace movements 

 
Secondary  
Jodi Burkett, ‘Re-defining British morality: “Britishness” and the Campaign for 

Nuclear Disarmament 1958–68’, Twentieth-Century British History 21 (June 
2010), 184-205. 

*Christopher R. Hill, ‘Nations of Peace: Nuclear Disarmament and the Making 
of National Identity in Scotland and Wales’, Twentieth Century British 
History 27 (March 2016), 26-50. 

*Holger Nehring, Politics of security: British and West German protest 
movements and the early Cold War, 1945-1970 (2014), ch. 2, ‘Identifying 
the protests and the protest-makers’ [Online] 

* ‘Scotland’s Radical Youth – 1960s Scotland: Ban the Bomb and anti-Vietnam 
Movement in Aberdeen’,  

https://lenathehyena.wordpress.com/2011/10/25/scotlands-radical-youth-
1960s-scotland-ban-the-bomb-and-anti-vietnam-movement-in-aberdeen/ 

 
Week 5: Militant Trade Unionism in the 1960s and 1970s  

 
Primary sources 
Film clip: Cinema Action, Upper Clydeside Shipbuilders (1971): 

http://www.platformfilms.co.uk/shop/upper-clyde-shipbuilders/ 

https://data.journalarchives.jisc.ac.uk/britishlibrary/sparerib/view?volumeIssue=33313337323334343737%2333383234353738313239$%233935&journal=33313337323334343737%2333383234353738313239
https://data.journalarchives.jisc.ac.uk/britishlibrary/sparerib/view?volumeIssue=33313337323334343737%2333383234353738313239$%233935&journal=33313337323334343737%2333383234353738313239
https://data.journalarchives.jisc.ac.uk/britishlibrary/sparerib/view?volumeIssue=33313337323334343737%2333383234353738313239$%233935&journal=33313337323334343737%2333383234353738313239
https://lenathehyena.wordpress.com/2011/10/25/scotlands-radical-youth-1960s-scotland-ban-the-bomb-and-anti-vietnam-movement-in-aberdeen/
https://lenathehyena.wordpress.com/2011/10/25/scotlands-radical-youth-1960s-scotland-ban-the-bomb-and-anti-vietnam-movement-in-aberdeen/
http://www.platformfilms.co.uk/shop/upper-clyde-shipbuilders/
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‘Bendix: how the workers took over,’ Big Flame leaflet (1972): 

https://bigflameuk.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/bendix-how-the-workers-
took-over.pdf 

Christine Wall, Linda Clarke, Charlie McGuire and Olivia Muñoz-Rojas, ‘Building 
the M1 Motorway’, pgs., 24-33 (search online for the .pdf) 

Christine Wall, Linda Clarke, Charlie McGuire and Olivia Muñoz-Rojas, ‘Building 
the Barbican’, pgs., 10-18 (as above).  

 
Secondary reading 
*Florence Sutcliffe-Braithwaite, Class, Politics and the Decline of Deference in 

England 1968-2000 (2018), chapter 1, ‘Tyneside shipbuilders Workers' 
Attitudes to Class 1968-71’ [online].  

* Ronnie Johnston and Arthur McIvor, ‘Dangerous Work, Hard Men and 
Broken Bodies: Masculinity in the Clydeside Heavy Industries, c. 1930-
1970s’, Labour History Review 69 (2004) 

Charlie McGuire, Linda Clarke and Christine Wall, ‘Battles on the Barbican: the 
struggle for trade unionism in the British building industry, 1965-7’, History 
Workshop Journal 75 (2013). 

 
Week 6: Class politics and class experiences 

 
Primary 
‘Notes of the Month: Scottish Nationalism’, International Socialism 68 (April 

1974): 
https://www.marxists.org/history/etol/newspape/isj/1974/no068/notm3.h
tm 

Peter Wilmott, ‘East Kilbride and Stevenage: Some Social Characteristics of a 
Scottish and English New Town’, The Town Planning Review (January 1964), 
307-316: https://www.jstor.org/stable/40102410 

Oral history interviews with high rise council tenants in Glasgow: 
https://www.gla.ac.uk/schools/humanities/research/historyresearch/research

projects/housingandwellbeing/onlineoralhistoryresource/ 
 
Secondary 
*Lynn Abrams, Barry Hazley, Valerie Wright, Ade Kearns, ‘Aspiration, Agency, 

and the Production of New Selves in a Scottish New Town, c.1947–c.2016’, 
Twentieth-Century British History (2018). 

*Mike Savage, Gaynor Bagnall, and Brian Longhurst, 'Ordinary, ambivalent and 
defensive: class identities in the northwest of England', Sociology 35 (2001), 
875-892. 

Arthur McIvor, ‘The Realities and Narratives of Paid Work: The Scottish 
Workplace’ in Lynn Abrams and Callum Brown eds., A History of Everyday 
Life in Twentieth-Century Scotland (2010), 106-130 [online].  

 

https://bigflameuk.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/bendix-how-the-workers-took-over.pdf
https://bigflameuk.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/bendix-how-the-workers-took-over.pdf
https://www.marxists.org/history/etol/newspape/isj/1974/no068/notm3.htm
https://www.marxists.org/history/etol/newspape/isj/1974/no068/notm3.htm
https://www.jstor.org/stable/40102410
https://www.gla.ac.uk/schools/humanities/research/historyresearch/researchprojects/housingandwellbeing/onlineoralhistoryresource/
https://www.gla.ac.uk/schools/humanities/research/historyresearch/researchprojects/housingandwellbeing/onlineoralhistoryresource/
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Week 7: Community Activism and problems of the city 

Primary 
Big Flame, ‘We Won’t Pay: Women’s Struggle on Tower Hill’ (1973): 

https://bigflameuk.files.wordpress.com/2009/05/tower-all.pdf 
Elizabeth Wilson, ‘Women in the Community’ in Marjorie Mayo ed., Women in 

the Community (1977), two copies available at Sir Duncan Rice Library Floor 
6 (305.4 May) 

Pearl Jephcott, Homes in High Flats (1971), one copy available at Sir Duncan 
Rice Library Floor 6 (330821 Gla s.o.13) 

 
Secondary 
*Lynn Abrams, Linda Fleming, Barry Hazley, Valerie Wright and Ade Kearns, 

‘Isolated and dependent: women and children in high-rise social housing in 
post-war Glasgow’, Women’s History Review (May 2018).  

*Sarah Mass, ‘Cost-benefit break down: unplannable spaces in 1970s 
Glasgow’, Urban History (2018). 

Simon Gunn, ‘People and the car: the expansion of automobility in urban 
Britain, c. 1955–1970’, Social History 38 (2013), 220–37. 

 
Week 8: Conservative Movements 

 
Primary 
Malcolm Muggeridge, Another King: a sermon, delivered at the University of 

Edinburgh service in the High Kirk of St. Giles', 14th January 1968 (1968).  
 
Secondary 
*Amy Whipple, ‘Revisiting the “Rivers of Blood” controversy: letters to Enoch 

Powell,’ Journal of British Studies 46 (July 2009). 
Christopher Moores, 'Opposition to the Greenham Women’s Peace Camps in 

1980s Britain: RAGE Against the ‘Obscene’', History Workshop Journal 78 
(2014), 204-227. 

*James Meek, ‘Scottish Churches, Morality and Homosexual Law Reform, 
1957–1980’, Journal of Ecclesiastical History 66 (July 2015), 596-613. 

 
Week 9: National imaginaries 

Primary 
Tom Nairn, ‘A Nation in Revolt’, Marxism Today (July 1987): 

http://www.banmarchive.org.uk/collections/mt/pdf/87_07_03b.pdf 
Margaret Thatcher, Speech to General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, 21 

May 1988. Available at: 
https://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/107246 

Jean Stead, ‘Resurgent Clan: The Scottish National Party’, The Guardian, 30 
September 1985 (via library catalogue).  

 

https://bigflameuk.files.wordpress.com/2009/05/tower-all.pdf
http://www.banmarchive.org.uk/collections/mt/pdf/87_07_03b.pdf
https://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/107246
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Secondary 
*Michael Kenny, The politics of English nationhood (Oxford, 2014), ch. 8, 

‘Answering “the English question”: party politics, public policy and the 
nationalist fringe’ [online] 

Florence-Sutcliffe-Braithwaite, ‘Neo-Liberalism, Morality and the Making of 
Thatcherism’, Historical Journal 55 (June 2012), 497-520. 

Christopher Harvie, Scotland and nationalism: Scottish society and politics, 
1707 to the present (London, 2004). 

* Ben Jackson, ‘The Moderniser: Alex Salmond’s Journey’, Renewal 20 (2012): 
http://www.renewal.org.uk/articles/the-moderniser-alex-salmonds-
journey/ 

 
Week 10: The changing shape of Scottish politics 

 
Primary 
George Bolton, Isobel Lindsay, John McAllion, Joyce McMillan, Tom Nairn, 

Doug Bain, ‘Grasping the Thistle: A Roundtable Discussion’, Marxism Today 
(November 1988), 
http://www.banmarchive.org.uk/collections/mt/pdf/88_11_34.pdf 

Peter Hetherington and John Carvel, ‘Scots MPs rebuke Kinnock: Govan defeat 
blamed on Labour's London leadership’, The Guardian, 12 November 1988.  

 
Secondary 
*Florence Sutcliffe-Braithwaite, ‘“Class” in the development of British Labour 

Party ideology, 1983-1997’ Archiv für Sozialgeschichte (2013) [in English, 
available on .pdf].  

*Richard Finlay, ‘Thatcherism, unionism and nationalism: a comparative study 
of Scotland and Wales’, in Ben Jackson and Robert Saunders, eds., Making 
Thatcher’s Britain (2009), 165-179 [online] 

Gerry Hassan, ‘The “forward march” of Scottish nationalism’, Renewal 19 
(2011): http://www.renewal.org.uk/articles/the-forward-march-of-scottish-
nationalism 

 
Week 11: Summing up: Continuity and change, local and global 

 
Reading 
*Lynn Abrams, ‘Long term experiences of tenants in social housing in East 

Kilbride: an oral history study’, Project Report, University of Glasgow School 
of Humanities (2011): http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/58439/1/58439.pdf 

*Sarah Browne, The Women’s Liberation Movement in Scotland (2014), 
conclusion [online] 

Andy Clark and Ewan Gibb, ‘Voices of social dislocation, lost work and 
economic restructuring: Narratives from marginalised localities in the “New 
Scotland”’, Memory Studies (November 2017).  

http://www.renewal.org.uk/articles/the-moderniser-alex-salmonds-journey/
http://www.renewal.org.uk/articles/the-moderniser-alex-salmonds-journey/
http://www.banmarchive.org.uk/collections/mt/pdf/88_11_34.pdf
http://www.renewal.org.uk/articles/the-forward-march-of-scottish-nationalism
http://www.renewal.org.uk/articles/the-forward-march-of-scottish-nationalism
http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/58439/1/58439.pdf
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*Hilary Young, ‘Hard man, new man: re/composing masculinities in Glasgow, 

c.1950-2000’, Oral History 35 (2007), 71-81. 
 
SECONDARY READING 
 
This reading list is designed to provide extra reading for coursework and for 

revising topics. Here * indicates a piece that will prove particularly useful.  
 
1: Understanding late-twentieth-century history: problems, approaches and 

questions 
 

General 
 
Lawrence Black and Hugh Pemberton, ‘Reassessing the seventies: the 

benighted decade’, British Academy workshop 2009, available at 
https://www.britac.ac.uk/sites/default/files/05-Black.pdf 

*David Edgerton, The Rise and Fall of the British Nation: A Twentieth-Century 
History (2018) 

*Matthew Hilton, Nicholas Crowson, James McKay and Jean-François Mohout, 
The Politics of Expertise: How NGOs Shaped Modern Britain (2011), esp 
intro [online].  

*Martin Klimke and Joachim Scharloth eds., 1968 in Europe: A History of 
Protest and Activism, 1956-1977 (2008) [online] 

Naomi Lloyd-Jones and Maggie Scull eds., Four Nations Approaches to Modern 
'British' History: A (Dis)United Kingdom? (2018), intro. 

James Vernon, Modern Britain 1750 to the Present (2017), parts IV and V. 
 

Scotland 
 
*Lynn Abrams and Callum Brown eds., A History of Everyday Life in Twentieth-

Century Scotland (2010), intro and chapter 1 [online] 
*Eleanor Bell and Linda Gunn eds., The Scottish Sixties: Reading, Rebellion, 

Revolution? (2013) [online] 
Christopher Harvie, No Gods and Precious Few Heroes: A History of Twentieth-

Century Scotland (1981), 5 copies available at Sir Duncan Rice Library Floor 
3 (941.1082 Har) 

T.C. Smout and S. Wood, Scottish Voices 1745-1960 (1991), one copy available 
at Sir Duncan Rice Library Floor 3 (941.108 Smo s) 

 
Week 2 
 
Matthew Worley, ‘Punk, Politics and British (fan)zines, 1976–84 : “While the 

world was dying, did you wonder why?”' History Workshop Journal (2015) 

https://www.britac.ac.uk/sites/default/files/05-Black.pdf
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Liz Heron, ed., Truth, dare or promise: girls growing up in the fifties (London, 

1985), one copy available at Sir Duncan Rice Library Floor 6 (305.42 Her ) 
Angela McRobbie, Feminism and Youth Culture: From Jackie to Just Seventeen, 

2nd ed. (2000), 3 copies available at Sir Duncan Rice Library Floor 6 
(305.235 McR), one 3-day long, two long loan.  

*Sheila Rowbotham, Promise of a dream: remembering the sixties (London, 
2000). 

*Selina Todd and Hilary Young, 'Baby-boomers to 'Beanstalkers': Making the 
modern teenager in post-war Britain', Cultural and Social History 9 (2012), 
451-467. 

*Angela Bartie and Alistair Fraser, ‘Speaking to the “Hard” Men: masculinities, 
violence and youth gangs in Glasgow, c.1965-75’, in L. Abrams and E. Ewan, 
Nine Centuries of Man: Manhood and Masculinities in Scottish History 
(2017) [online] 

Angela Bartie and Louise A. Jackson, ‘Youth Crime and Preventive Policing in 
Post-war Scotland (c.1945–71)’, Twentieth Century British History (2011). 

 
Week 3 
 
*Lynn Abrams, Nine Centuries of Man: Manhood and Masculinities in Scottish 

History (2017), chapters 12 and 13 [online] 
Stephen Brooke, Sexual Politics, Sexuality, Family Planning and the British Left, 

1880 to present day (2011) [online] 
*Dagmar Herzog, Sexuality in Europe: A Twentieth Century History (2011), 

chapter 4: one copy available at Sir Duncan Rice Library 306.7094 HER 
Lynn Jamieson, ‘Changing Intimacy: Seeking and Forming Couple 

Relationships’, in Abrams and Brown, History of Everyday Life in Scotland 
(2010) [online] 

Lucy Robinson, Gay Men and the Left in Post-war Britain: How the personal 
got political (2007) [online] 

*Sara Connolly and Mary Gregory, ‘Women and work since 1970’, in Work and 
Pay in 20th Century Britain, ed Crafts, Gazeley, and Newell, (2007) [online] 

Eve Setch, ‘The Face of Metropolitan Feminism: The London Women’s 
Liberation Workshop 1969-1979’, Twentieth Century British History 13 
(2002) 

Natalie Thomlinson, Race, Ethnicity and the Women's Movement in England, 
1968-1993 (2016) [online]  

 
Week 4 
 
Lindsay Anderson, March to Aldermaston (1958), narrated by Richard Burton, 

available at http://www.screenonline.org.uk/film/id/533592/. 

http://www.screenonline.org.uk/film/id/533592/
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Steven M. Buechler, Social movements in advanced capitalism: the political 

economy and cultural construction of social activism (2000), available at Sir 
Duncan Rice Library Floor 6 (303.484 Bue ) 

*Jodi Burkett, ‘Direct Action and the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament’, in 
Nicholas Crowson, Matthew Hilton, and James McKay eds., NGOs in 
Contemporary Britain (2009), one copy available at Sir Duncan Rice Library 
Floor 6 (303.4840942 Cro) 

Jodi Burkett, ‘The Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament and changing attitudes 
towards the Earth in the nuclear age’, The British Journal for the History of 
Science (2012).  

*Jill Liddlington, The long road to Greenham: feminism and anti-militarism in 
Britain since 1820 (1989), Parts II and III, one copy available at Sir Duncan 
Rice Library Floor 6 (305.42 Lid) 

Frank Parkin, Middle class radicalism: the social bases of the British Campaign 
for Nuclear Disarmament (1968), one copy available at Sir Duncan Rice 
Library Floor 6 (322.4 Par ).  

 
Week 5 
 
Pat Ayers, ‘Work, culture and gender: the making of masculinities in post-war 

Liverpool'. Labour History Review, 69:2 (2004), 153-67. 
Huw Benyon, Working for Ford (1973), 4 copies available at Sir Duncan Rice 

Library Floor 6 (301.55 Bey ) 
Sheila Cohen, 'Equal pay – or what? Economics, politics and the 1968 Ford 

sewing machinists’ strike', Labor History 53 (2012), 51-68. 
Sara M.Evans, ‘Sons, Daughters, and Patriarchy: Gender and the 1968 

Generation’, The American Historical Review (April 2009). 
*Eric Hobsbawm, The Forward March of Labour Halted?’, Marxism Today 

(September 1978) [online] 
*Jack Saunders, ‘The untraditional worker: class re-formation in Britain, 1945-

65’ Twentieth-Century British History (2015), 225-48. 
*Mike Savage, ‘Sociology, class and male Manual work cultures,’ in John 

McIlroy et al. (eds.), British Trade Unions and Industrial Politics: Vol. 2: the 
High Tide of Trade Unionism, 1964-79 (1999) 

 
Week 6 
 
Jon Lawrence, 'Class, 'affluence' and the study of everyday life in Britain, c. 

1930-64', Cultural and Social History, 10 (2013), 273-299. 
*Madeline Davis, ‘Among the Ordinary People’: New Left Involvement in 

Working-Class Political Mobilization 1956–68’, History Workshop Journal 
(2018). 

*Mike Savage, 'Working-class identities in the 1960s: revisiting the affluent 
worker study', Sociology 39 (2005), 929-946. 
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Florence Sutcliffe-Braithwaite, Class, Politics and the Decline of Deference in 

England 1968-2000 (2018), into and chapters 1, 2 and 3 [online] 
Willie Thompson, ‘The New Left in Scotland’, in Ian McDougall ed., Essays in 

Scottish Labour History: a tribute to W.H Marwick (1978), one copy 
available at: Sir Duncan Rice Library Floor 6 (331.0941109 McD ) 

Selina Todd, ‘Affluence, class and Crown Street: Reinvestigating the post-war 
working class’, Contemporary British History, 22, 4 (2008), 501-518 

*Stefan Ramsden, ‘Remaking Working-Class Community: Sociability, Belonging 
and “Affluence” in a Small Town, 1930-1980’, Contemporary British History, 
29 (2015) 

 
Week 7 
 
*Lynn Abrams and Linda Fleming, ‘From Scullery to Conservatory’, in Abrams 

and Brown, A History of Everyday Life in Scotland [online]  
Anna Bartie and Alistair Fraser, ‘The Easterhouse Project: Youth, Social Justice 

and the Arts in Glasgow, 1968-1970’, Scottish Justice Matters (2014), p. 38. 
Available 
at:https://www.research.ed.ac.uk/portal/files/19668524/Bartie_TheEaster
houseProject.pdf 

John Davis, ‘Community and the Labour Left in 1970s London’ in Chris 
Williams and Andrew Edwards eds., The art of the possible : politics and 
governance in modern British history, 1885-1997: essays in memory of 
Duncan Tanner (2013) [online] 

*Peter Hain, ‘Introduction: The Future of Community Politics’ and Jim 
Rashford, ‘The Community Movement’ in Peter Hain, eds., Community 
Politics (1976), 9-34 and 65-77, one copy available at Sir Duncan Rice 
Library Floor 6, 323 Hai 

Joe Moran, ‘Housing, Memory and Everyday Life in Contemporary Britain’, 
Cultural Studies 18 (2004), https://joemoran.net/academic-
articles/housing-memory-and-everyday-life-in-contemporary-britain/ 

Selina Todd, 'Phoenix Rising: Working-Class Life and Urban Reconstruction, c. 
1945-1967' Journal of British Studies 54 (2015) 

*Housing, Everyday Life and Wellbeing over the Long-term: Glasgow 1950-
1975 blog contains some good material, including a revisiting of Pearl 
Jephcott’s Homes in High Flats study: 
http://glasgowhousing.academicblogs.co.uk 

 
Week 8 
 
Laura Beers, 'Thatcher and the women's vote', in Ben Jackson and Robert 

Saunders, eds., Making Thatcher’s Britain (2012) [online].  
Lawrence Black, ‘The Lost World of Young Conservativism’, Historical Journal 

(2008). 

https://www.research.ed.ac.uk/portal/files/19668524/Bartie_TheEasterhouseProject.pdf
https://www.research.ed.ac.uk/portal/files/19668524/Bartie_TheEasterhouseProject.pdf
https://joemoran.net/academic-articles/housing-memory-and-everyday-life-in-contemporary-britain/
https://joemoran.net/academic-articles/housing-memory-and-everyday-life-in-contemporary-britain/
http://glasgowhousing.academicblogs.co.uk/
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*Lawrence Black, ‘Whitehouse on Television: The National Viewers' and 

Listeners' Association and Moral and Cultural Politics’, in Lawrence Black, 
Redefining British Politics: Culture, Consumerism and Participation 1954–70 
(Basingstoke, 2010) [online] 

*John Davis, ‘Silent Majority? British Conservative Students in the Age of 
Campus Protest’ in Anna von der Goltz and Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson eds., 
Inventing the Silent Majority in Western Europe and the United States 
(2017) 

Roger King and Neill Nugent, Respectable rebels: middle class campaigns in 
Britain in the 1970s (1979), one copy available at Sir Duncan Rice Library 
Floor 6 (323.32 Kin ) 

Emily Robinson, History, Heritage and Tradition in Contemporary British 
politics: past politics and present histories (2012), chapter 3 [online].  

*Amy Whipple, ‘Speaking for Whom? The 1971 Festival of Light and the 
Search for the "Silent Majority"’ Contemporary British History 24 (2010) 

 
Week 9 
 
Angela Bartie, ‘Culture in the Everyday: Art and Society’, in Lynn Abrams and 

Callum Brown eds., A History of Everyday Life in Twentieth-Century Scotland 
(2010) [online]. 

*David Gutzke, 'Tennent's Lager, National Identity and Football in Scotland, 
1960s–90s', Sport in History 32 (2012) 

Gerry Hassan and Eric Shaw, The Strange Death of Labour Scotland, 
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press: 2012), 

*Raph Samuel, ‘Unravelling Britain’ and ‘The Voice of Britain’, in Island Stories: 
Unravelling Britain: Theatres of Memory, Volume II, ed. A. Light with S. 
Alexander and G. Stedman Jones (London, 1998), available at: Available at 
Sir Duncan Rice Library Floor 3 (941 Sam ) 

Joe Moran, ‘“Subtopias of Good Intentions”: Everyday Landscapes in Postwar 
Britain’, Cultural and Social History 4 (2007): 
https://joemoran.net/academic-articles/subtopias-of-good-intentions-
everyday-landscapes-in-postwar-britain/ 

Jimmi Østergaard Nielsen and Stuart Ward, ‘Cramped and Restricted at 
Home? Scottish separatism at Empire’s end’, Transactions of the Royal 
Historical Society, Vol.25, 2015 

*Paul Ward., Britishness since 1870 (2004), two copies available at Sir Duncan 
Rice Library Floor 3 (941.08 War ) 

 
Week 10 
 
TM Devine, The Scottish nation 1700-2000 (2000), chapts. 13, 14 and 16, 

seven (!) copies available at Sir Duncan Rice Library Floor 3 (941.1 Dev ).  

https://joemoran.net/academic-articles/subtopias-of-good-intentions-everyday-landscapes-in-postwar-britain/
https://joemoran.net/academic-articles/subtopias-of-good-intentions-everyday-landscapes-in-postwar-britain/
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*Esther Breitenbach and Lynn Abrams ‘Gender and Scottish Identity’ in 

Abrams ed., Gender in Scottish History since 1700 (2006) [online]  
*Ben Jackson, ‘The Political Thought of Scottish Nationalism’, Political 

Quarterly (2014).  
*Alvin Jackson, The two Unions. Ireland, Scotland and the survival of the 

United Kingdom, 1707-2007 (2012) [online] 
Christiopher Harvie, ‘The Moment of British Nationalism, 1939-1970’, Political 

Quarterly (2000) 
G. Walker and T. Gallagher eds., Sermons & Battle Hymns: Protestant Popular 

Culture in Scotland (1990), three copies available at Sir Duncan Rice Library 
Floor 6 (306.6 Wal ) 

 
Week 11 
 
*Gerry Hassan, The New Scotland (1998), available at: 

https://digital.library.lse.ac.uk/objects/lse:vep473tam 
*Matthew Hilton, Christopher Moores and Florence Sutcliffe-Braithwaite, 

‘New Times Revisited: Britain in the 1980s’, Contemporary British History 
(2017) 

Diarmaid Kelliher, 'Solidarity and Sexuality: Lesbians and Gays Support the 
Miners 1984–5', History Workshop Journal, 77 (2014), 240-262. 

Ray Pahl, After success: fin de siècle anxiety and identity (1995), ‘Managing 
without Success’, pp. 40-55, one copy available at: Sir Duncan Rice Library 
Floor 6 (302.5 Pah) 

Daisy Payling, 'Socialist Republic of South Yorkshire': Grassroots Activism and 
Left-Wing Solidarity in 1980s Sheffield’, Twentieth Century British History 25 
(2014). 

*Mike Savage et al., ‘A New Model of Social Class? Findings from the BBC’s 
Great British Class Survey Experiment’, Sociology (2013). 

 
ASSESSMENT 
 
First attempt:  
3-hour examination (50%)  
2500-word essay (40%)  
Class participation (10%) 
 
Resit:  
3-hours examination (100%) 
 
Formative assessment 
750-word primary source exercise 
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To view the CGS Descriptors please go to MyAberdeen- Organisations-
Divinity, History, & Philosophy Student Information for Undergraduates. The 
link to the CGS Descriptors is on the left hand menu. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: In order to pass a course on the first attempt, a student must 
attain a Common Grading Scale (CGS) mark of at least E3 on each element of 
course assessment. Failure to do so will result in a grade of no greater than 
CGS E1 for the course as a whole. 
 
If you submit your work on time, you can expect that feedback will normally 
be provided within three working weeks (excluding vacation periods) of the 
submission deadline. 
 
ESSAYS 
 
Essays should be between 2250 and 2500 words NOT INCLUDING quotations 
and footnotes. Students should note that they will be penalised for work 
which is either too long or too short.  
 
 
EXERCISES 
 
There will be a source exercise in week four, whereby you will be asked to 
choose one of the primary sources we have looked at, and write between 500 
and 750 words on it, covering its provenance, the context in which it was 
written, the way it makes its arguments, and how we can relate it to the 
themes of the course. I will provide detailed feedback on these – it will be a 
useful way to know you’re on the right track for coursework essays and 
revision. 
 
10% of the course is based on class participation. Although it can feel 
daunting, trying out ideas in class is an excellent way to get feedback on your 
thoughts, and also for practicing how to form ideas and arguments. We will do 
presentations, group and whole class discussions in the sessions, and students 
will be graded on their participation in these activities. 
 
 
ESSAY TOPICS  
 
Students will devise their own essay questions on a topic of their choosing, in 
consultation with the course co-ordinator. 
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ASSESSMENT DEADLINES 
 
The formative assessment will be due on Wednesday 3rd October 2018. 
 
Summative coursework essay will be due in on Wednesday 31st October 2018. 
 
 
 
SUBMISSION ARRANGEMENTS 
 
Submit one paper copy with a completed essay cover sheet to the drop boxes 
in CB008 in 50-52 College Bounds and one official electronic copy to 
TurnitinUK via MyAberdeen.  Both copies to be submitted by 3.00pm on the 
due date. 
 
Paper Copy:              One paper copy, typed and double spaced, together with 

an Assessment cover sheet – this should have your ID 
number clearly written on the cover sheet, with NO name 
or signature but EVERYTHING ELSE completed, including 
tutor’s name – and should be delivered to the drop boxes 
in CB008, 50-52 College Bounds. 

 
Electronic Copy:       One copy submitted through Turnitin via MyAberdeen. 

(for instructions please see 
http://www.abdn.ac.uk/eLearning/turnitinuk/students/ )  
 Students are asked to retain the Turnitin receipt so they 
are able to provide proof of submission at a later date if 
required.  
 

In advance of uploading, please save the assignment with your student ID 
number listed in the filename, i.e. 59999999 HI306T Essay 1. 
When asked to enter a title for the assignment, please enter a title identical to 
the name of your saved assignment, i.e. HI306T Essay 1. 
 
Both copies to be submitted by 3.00pm on the due date. 
 
Please note: Failure to submit both an electronic copy to TurnitinUK, and an 
identical paper copy, will result in a deduction of marks.  
Failure to submit to TurnitinUK will result in a zero mark. 
 
 
 

https://abdn.blackboard.com/webapps/login/
http://www.abdn.ac.uk/eLearning/turnitinuk/students/
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EXAMINATION 
Information on how the examination paper will be structured, if necessary, 
such as how many questions, etc. General exam guidance will be given in the 
Student Handbook.) 
 
The examination will involve writing three essays based on 10 questions, one 
for each topic (minus our introductory class). I will provide mock past papers 
given the course is new, and we will talk about how questions might be 
framed and structured in good time for the exams. 
 
Past exam papers can be viewed at http://www.abdn.ac.uk/library/learning-
and-teaching/for-students/exam-papers/. 
 
PLEASE NOTE:  Candidates whose first language is not English may refer to 
English/native tongue dictionaries, when permitted by their Schools to do so. 
Electronic dictionaries are not permitted in the examination venue. 
Invigilators are entitled to request inspection of dictionaries prior to the 
examination, thumbing through them to check that there is no extra written 
material present. 

http://www.abdn.ac.uk/library/learning-and-teaching/for-students/exam-papers/
http://www.abdn.ac.uk/library/learning-and-teaching/for-students/exam-papers/
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